In the context of such questions, and the diffidence they inspire, it is a great relief to turn toward Manhae's poems. These poems present not the political rhetoric of triumph, but intricacies of doubt; and not the religious rhetoric of peace achieved, but peace as the goal of struggle; not salvation, but longing. Far from separating individual psychology from politics or religion, the poems seem determined to blur, or even wipe away, any such distinctions. And it appears to be a poetry that attacks its own means, that sometimes creates an image or a metaphor only to tear at the creation. Here is Francisca Cho's translation of the poem "Cuckoo":
The cuckoo cries its heart out.
It cries and when it can cry no more, It cries blood.
The bitterness of parting is not yours alone.
I cannot cry even though I want to.
I'm not a cuckoo, and that bitterness can't be helped either.
The heartless cuckoo:
I have nowhere to return, and yet it cries, "Better turn back, better turn back. "
Regret, exile, discomfort: these feelings, whether they are understood as personal, erotic, historical, or all of the above, here dramatize themselves by how the poem expels its own notions: "I'm not a cuckoo, " "I have nowhere to return, " "I cannot cry. " These negatives are like the legend of the bird that grieves till it emits not a voice, but blood. "I haven't seen your heart, " says the refrain of a poem called "Your Heart. " "Don't, " says the refrain of "First Kiss. " "It's not for nothing that I love you, " says "Love's Reasons. " Even a poem of devotion has the refrain "Don't Doubt": "If you doubt me, then your error of doubt / and my fault of sorrow will cancel each other. "
There are negatives, too, in a poem called "Don't Go": "That's not the light of compassion from Buddha's brow; it's the flash from a demon's eyes / That's not the goddess of love who binds body and mind, and tosses herself into love's ocean, caring nothing for crowns, glory or death; / It's the smile of the knife. " The refrain of "Don't Go" is "Turn around-don't go to that place. I hate it. "
Ah yes, the negative! It cheers me up, and in a certain way it is near the heart of poetry itself. Through negation poetry implicitly says to politics, no, you are not all there is, there is also the human body; and to the human body, no, you are not all there is, there is also spiritual yearning; and to spiritual yearning, no, you are not all there is, there is also sexual pleasure; and to sexual pleasure, no, you are not all there is, there is also politics. In this light, one wonders if Manhae's reputation for writing poems that can be read as erotic or nationalistic, psychological or political, personal or communal, represents not a taste for allegory or some delight in poetry's hidden or multiple meanings, but rather the embodiment of poetry's quality of inclusion: not that a love affair is a secret code for patriotism, but that poetry is peculiarly able to understand how the human soul enacts both.
Great rhetoric may talk as though there is only politics. Great erotic passion may talk as though there is only eros. Poetry, in contrast with these, somehow acknowledges or implies the All-or, if that sounds too misty, it checks the box "All of the Above. " Less confident of settled knowledge than any language purely of love or purely of politics or purely of psychology, poetry is more confident in its inclusive, sweeping ambition. It excludes nothing. Irritably, it looks beyond everything.
The poet in English who is often presented as having successfully included political reality in his work is William Butler Yeats, Manhae's senior by only nine years and, like Manhae, associated with the Indian poet Rabindranath Tagore. The refrain of Yeats's poem "Easter 1916" combines the all-including terms "utterly" and "all" with the negative paradox of beauty that is terrible: "All is changed, changed utterly: / A terrible beauty is born. " The poem touches on the disparate realms of social class (the poet on the way to his club, unlike the conspirators coming from "counter or desk"), poetic ambition ("rode our winged horse" and "might have won fame in the end"), personal affections ("some who are near my heart"), and includes even a natural scene along a stream where "hens to moorcocks call" and "birds . . . range / from cloud to tumbling cloud. "
Peace is certainly one of the subjects raised by this Irish poem about a violent, doomed uprising. Yet also somewhat strange, precisely in its quality of peace, is Yeats's comparison for his own poem about that violent, unsettling Post Office takeover:
To murmur name upon name, As a mother names her child When sleep at last has come On limbs that had run wild.
He likens his arrangement of names into poetry-"I write it out in a verse, / MacDonagh and MacBride / And Connolly and Pearse"-to the way a mother murmurs the name of her child after the child has fallen asleep.
The anger and sexual jealousy that makes him call one of these "a drunken, vainglorious lout"; the confessed social snobbery that contrasts "counter or desk" with "Around the fire at the club"; the violent deaths and executions of the event itself; the pragmatic political calculation of whether "England may keep faith"-none of this is transcended by the incantation of peace, the calm and maternal sound of a name: not transcended, but included. The beauty-a poem, or a child, or a historic act of rebellion-is born, and it is also terrible. Should anyone chase you, stand behind my death.
In death, emptiness and omnipotence are one.
Love's death is at once infinite, everlasting.
In death, battleship and fortress become dust.
In death, the strong and the weak are companions.
Then your pursuer won't catch you.
Come, please come. It's time.
This resolution in the absolute of death is in a way conventional (the poem was apparently inspired by Tagore's "The Gardener, 12" as Francisca Cho suggests in her note) and in another way unexpected and radical. In his poem "Reading Tagore's Poem 'Gardenisto, ' " Manhae writes, "You're a song of hope within despair, sung while picking fallen flowers for a garland. " But in another, similar transformation he rejects or criticizes that sweet image of hope in a faded garland: "You say the scent of death is sweet, but you can't kiss the lips of dry bones. / Don't spread a web of golden song over that grave, but plant a bloodstained banner. "
Restlessness, not stasis. Conflict, not repose. Or rather, conflict when repose is expected and repose when conflict is expected. The artist, above all, wants to bring something new into the world: art, if saying so is not too circular, aspires to creation.
There is the slogan that the artist "speaks truth to power. " Yes, and we can hope not only the artist does that; we would truly despair if we thought only poets were capable of speaking truth to power. Eminently, governors and magistrates should speak truth to power. Art has its own way of speaking. On that mountain trail in California's Trinity Alps, I could not wait to get down to a bookstore and check. What I learned is that Yeats's actual word, "meddling, " was tougher, meaner, more irritable than my "glory" and "striving. " That pugnacious note, and the reservations an Irish poet might have about the English war cause, together qualify the line "We have no gift to set a statesman right. " To some extent, the line means that art does more than set a statesman right about this policy or that. By pleasing, by waking up, art may question the very terms of peace and war. A "terrible beauty" is beyond or above "meddling. "
All politicians after all say they are for peace. And so they may be on their terms, as Adolf Hitler was. The poet may choose to demonstrate that peace is as unexpected, as many-sided, and as rooted in conflict, as those poems of Manhae's that say in death, the strong and the weak are companions.
The savagery in the word I could not call up-"meddling"-for me embodies how passionate and angry Yeats's refusal to write a war poem is, though cloaked in the manners of modest calm: the young girl in the indolence of youth, the old man, the winter night, the "pleasing. As late as yesterday Nature celebrated their birth,
The news was brought to the mountains by a unicorn and an echo, Their friendship will be glorious, their time has no limit, Their enemies have delivered themselves to destruction.
